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Professional Journal of the United States Army
The Great Power Competition
Contagion eﬀect : strategic competition in the COVID-19
era
Springer Nature Even before the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Central Region faced numerous obstacles to building a
stable and prosperous future. The region, which encompasses the Middle East, the Horn of Africa, Central Asia, and South Asia, has
been plagued by economic and political uncertainty amidst dramatic shifts in the global power structure. With the pandemic now
exacerbating the volatility in this already fragile region, the U.S.'s strategic objectives are rife for re-examination. A complicated stew
of factors such as weakening of established governance systems, the emboldening of extremist individuals and groups through
advances in digital technology, the humanitarian crises in Afghanistan and Syria, and the intensiﬁcation of the great power
competition with China and Russia are creating a fertile environment for the growth of violent extremist organizations (VEOs). Such
organizations take advantage of vulnerable, aggrieved, and traumatized populations to fuel radicalization, recruitment, and unrest,
which further undermine stability and the potential for peace and prosperity. While it is still early to fully understand how the ongoing
response to the COVID-19 pandemic will impact U.S. policy, this book provides a timely analysis of relevant dynamics such as popular
radicalization, digital information ecosystems, networks of inﬂuence, and new capabilities to recognize and prepare for other such
black swan events in the region.

China’s Eurasian Dilemmas
Edward Elgar Publishing Providing a timely analysis of China’s engagement with Eurasia, R. James Ferguson focuses on the challenges
obstructing China’s path to becoming a sustainable global power. Engagement across Eurasia presents China, its leaders and
policymakers with intensiﬁed contact with regional and national conﬂicts, posing environmental, developmental and strategic
dilemmas.

DAVV Entrance CUET For BCA Ebook-PDF
Objective Questions From Various Competitive Exams
With Answers
Chandresh Agrawal SGN. The Ebook DAVV Entrance CUET For BCA Covers Objective Questions From Various Competitive Exams With
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Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will aﬀect
the United States. This is the ﬁfth installment in the National Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a framework for thinking
about possible futures and their implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking about the rapid and vast
geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical
trends and potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish between megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any
scenario, and game-changers, critical variables whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included
in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from academic and other experts around
the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the potential trajectories for the US role in the international system
and the possible the impact on future international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment
8 Poverty Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications Technologies 11
Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12 Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES:
NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging
20 Shrinking Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy
Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 Game-Changers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The
Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The
Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW
GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased Conﬂict 59
INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances Rising 61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The
Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming
Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of
New Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90
Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States' Global
Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate World 128 Acknowledgements
134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the
technology sector to the teaching sector, and more. This publication helps anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically,
technologically, and culturally over the next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030,
Global Trends series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes

Report to Congress of the U.S.-China Economic and
Security Review Commission
Mobile Gaming in Asia
Politics, Culture and Emerging Technologies
Springer This book analyzes mobile gaming in the Asian context and looks into a hitherto neglected focus of inquiry – a localized
mobile landscape, with particular reference to young Asians’ engagement with mobile gaming. This edition focuses not only on the
remarkable success of local mobile games, but also on the signiﬁcance of social milieu in the development of Asian mobile
technologies and gaming culture. It analyzes the growth of the current mobile technologies and mobile gaming not as separate but as
continuous developments in tandem with the digital economy. It is of interest to both academics and a broader readership from the
business, government, and information technology sectors

War with China
Thinking Through the Unthinkable
Rand Corporation A Sino-U.S. war could take various, and unintended, paths. Because intense, reciprocal conventional counterforce
attacks could inﬂict heavy losses and costs on both sides, leaders need options and channels to contain and terminate ﬁghting.

China's Economic and Political Presence in the Middle
East and South Asia
Taylor & Francis This book explores a range of key issues connected to China’s relations with countries in the Middle East and South
Asia. It discusses economic and political connections, and projects which have arisen as part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative. It
covers both important countries in the Middle East, and also Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. It examines current contentious
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issues including Iranian sanctions and the war in Syria, and assesses the roles of other powers such as Russia, Turkey and Israel
insofar as they aﬀect China’s relationships. Overall, the book presents many new perspectives on the subject, with many of the
perspectives representing the view from the countries of the Middle East and South Asia.

Independent Indias All the Seven Wars
Notion Press India fought seven wars in its independent era. The book is a factual story of all these wars which include ‘The Liberation
of Goa’ and the ‘Siachen War’. The book is a condensed military history but at the same time an exhaustive one. For a student of
military history it will be a precious possession. The book brings out many ‘not so well known facts’ such as ‘Hyderabad Police Action’,
‘how J&K acceded into India’, ‘Radcliﬀe Award bifurcating the Indian sub-continent’, ‘Jinnah’s Two-Nation theory’ and ‘division of
British India Armed Forces between India and Pakistan’. The book narrates in detail how the Chinese war came about to disgrace the
country and its majestic army. The book gives a short history of the then East Pakistan in its existence for about twenty years and how
East and West Pakistan moved away from each other never to make a come-back. The book describes how the armies ﬁght at Godforsaken heights of 20,000 feet in winters. If one reads this book he/she need not study the other voluminous versions of the Indian
wars.

The Long Game
China's Grand Strategy to Displace American Order
Oxford University Press For more than a century, no US adversary or coalition of adversaries - not Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, or
the Soviet Union - has ever reached sixty percent of US GDP. China is the sole exception, and it is fast emerging into a global
superpower that could rival, if not eclipse, the United States. What does China want, does it have a grand strategy to achieve it, and
what should the United States do about it? In The Long Game, Rush Doshi draws from a rich base of Chinese primary sources,
including decades worth of party documents, leaked materials, memoirs by party leaders, and a careful analysis of China's conduct to
provide a history of China's grand strategy since the end of the Cold War. Taking readers behind the Party's closed doors, he uncovers
Beijing's long, methodical game to displace America from its hegemonic position in both the East Asia regional and global orders
through three sequential "strategies of displacement." Beginning in the 1980s, China focused for two decades on "hiding capabilities
and biding time." After the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, it became more assertive regionally, following a policy of "actively
accomplishing something." Finally, in the aftermath populist elections of 2016, China shifted to an even more aggressive strategy for
undermining US hegemony, adopting the phrase "great changes unseen in century." After charting how China's long game has
evolved, Doshi oﬀers a comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an eﬀective US response. Ironically, his proposed approach takes a
page from Beijing's own strategic playbook to undermine China's ambitions and strengthen American order without competing dollarfor-dollar, ship-for-ship, or loan-for-loan.

Handbook of US–China Relations
Edward Elgar Publishing This Handbook addresses the key questions surrounding US–China relations: what are the historical and
contemporary contexts that underpin this complex relationship? How has the strategic rivalry between the two evolved? What are the
key ﬂashpoints in their relationship? What are the key security issues between the two powers? The international contributors explore
the historical, political, economic, military, and international and regional spheres of the US–China relationship. The topics they
discuss include human rights, Chinese public perception of the United States, US–China strategic rivalry, China’s defence build-up and
cyber war.

The China Nightmare
The Grand Ambitions of a Decaying State
Once the darling of U.S. statesmen, corporate elites, and academics, the People's Republic of China has evolved into America's most
challenging strategic competitor. Its future appears dystopian. This book tells the story of how China got to this place and analyzes
where it will go next and what that will mean for the future of U.S. strategy.

Chinese Assertiveness in the South China Sea
Power Sources, Domestic Politics, and Reactive Foreign
Policy
Springer This book oﬀers an assessment of China’s assertive foreign policy behavior with a special focus on Chinese policies in the
South China Sea (SCS). By providing a detailed account of the events in the SCS and by analyzing power dynamics in the region, it
identiﬁes the driving forces behind China’s assertive foreign policy. Considering China’s power on a domestic as well as an
international level, it examines a number of diﬀerent sources of hard and soft power, including military, economics, geopolitics, and
domestic legitimacy. The author demonstrates that Chinese assertiveness in the SCS can be explained not only by increases in
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China’s power, but also by eﬀective reactions to other actors’ foreign policy changes. The book will appeal to scholars in international
relations, especially those interested in a better understanding of South China Sea developments, China’s political power and foreign
policy, and East Asian international aﬀairs.

CHINA IN INDIAN OCEAN REGION
Allied Publishers This edited book is the outcome of the International Conference on ‘China in Indian Ocean Region’, held on 13th–14th
November 2014, organized by UGC Centre for Indian Ocean Studies, Osmania University, Hyderabad. Indian Ocean, third largest
ocean in the world surpasses the Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans as the world’s largest and most strategically signiﬁcant trade corridor.
Indian Ocean Region (IOR) which is surrounded by Africa, Asia and Australia serves as a maritime highway, linking trans-continental
human and economic relationships. Being the world’s most populated region, one third of the world’s bulk cargo and around two thirds
of world’s oil ship tankers pass through it. China’s interest in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) can be traced back to the early 1960s.
Ever since Beijing has been increasingly deepening its presence in the IOR for a variety of reasons—oil, trade, security, etc., over 30
per cent of China’s seaborne trade worth about US $300 billion transits across IOR. Sharing a quarter of the world’s population, China
faces ever increasing demand for energy. China has little choice but to look beyond its borders for its energy needs. About 77 per cent
of its oil imports are sourced from West Asia and Africa and these are transported through the Indian Ocean. Thus China’s dependence
on the Indian Ocean continues to grow for energy imports from the Gulf, to import resources from Africa and trade with Europe. With
China steadily spreading its footprints in the Indian Ocean Region with increasing military presence and with the rapidly growing Navy
being equipped with warships, destroyers and nuclear submarines, this book analyses in depth growing Chinese inﬂuence in Indian
Ocean Region (IOR), Geopolitical interests of China, Security and Economic implication for India. This volume will be of considerable
interest to the students and scholars of international relations in the contemporary situation.

The New Great Game
China and South and Central Asia in the Era of Reform
Stanford University Press China's rise has elicited envy, admiration, and fear among its neighbors. Although much has been written
about this, previous coverage portrays events as determined almost entirely by Beijing. Such accounts minimize or ignore the other
side of the equation: namely, what individuals, corporate actors, and governments in other countries do to attract, shape, exploit, or
deﬂect Chinese involvement. The New Great Game analyzes and explains how Chinese policies and priorities interact with the goals
and actions of other countries in the region. To explore the reciprocal nature of relations between China and countries in South and
Central Asia, The New Great Game employs numerous policy-relevant lenses: geography, culture, history, resource endowments, and
levels of development. This volume seeks to discover what has happened during the three decades of China's rise and why it
happened as it did, with the goal of deeper understanding of Chinese and other national priorities and policies and of discerning
patterns among countries and issues.

Perfect Imbalance: China And Russia
World Scientiﬁc Perfect Imbalance seeks to answer one of the most important outstanding questions in twenty-ﬁrst century politics:
how close are Putin's Russia and Xi's China?Written by a scholar ﬂuent in both Chinese and Russian, this book examines the current
China-Russia partnership from several perspectives. First, what Vladimir Putin, Xi Jinping and their respective foreign policy
establishments publicly say about the relationship between the countries. Second, how the two establishments frame their tangible
cooperation on matters such as security, the Arctic, space, and international relations with other Eurasian countries. Finally, the book
examines the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic upon Sino-Russian relations. Putin and Xi's stories, where possible, are cross-checked
with what is really happening.Perfect Imbalance argues that although Russia has not pivoted towards China, and although there is no
oﬃcial Sino-Russian alliance is in sight, the relationship will continue to grow and expand in search for a perfect imbalance.

Handbook of the Politics of the Arctic
Edward Elgar Publishing The Arctic has again become one of the leading issues on the international foreign policy agenda, in a manner
unseen since the Cold War. Drawing on the perspectives of geo-politics and international law, this Handbook oﬀers fresh insights and
perspectives on the most pressing issues, grouped under the headings of political ascendancy, climate and environmental issues,
resources and energy, and the response and policies of aﬀected countries.

China’s Grand Strategy
Trends, Trajectories, and Long-Term Competition
Rand Corporation To explore what extended competition between the United States and China might entail out to 2050, the authors of
this report identiﬁed and characterized China’s grand strategy, analyzed its component national strategies (diplomacy, economics,
science and technology, and military aﬀairs), and assessed how successful China might be at implementing these over the next three
decades.
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Fateful Decisions
Choices That Will Shape China's Future
Stanford University Press China's future will be determined by how its leaders manage its myriad interconnected challenges. In Fateful
Decisions, leading experts from a wide range of disciplines eschew broad predictions of success or failure in favor of close analyses of
today's most critical demographic, economic, social, political, and foreign policy challenges. They expertly outline the options and
opportunity costs entailed, providing a cutting-edge analytic framework for understanding the decisions that will determine China's
trajectory. Xi Jinping has articulated ambitious goals, such as the Belt and Road Initiative and massive urbanization projects, but few
priorities or policies to achieve them. These goals have thrown into relief the crises facing China as the economy slows and the
population ages while the demand for and costs of education, healthcare, elder care, and other social beneﬁts are increasing. Global
ambitions and a more assertive military also compete for funding and policy priority. These challenges are compounded by the size of
China's population, outdated institutions, and the reluctance of powerful elites to make reforms that might threaten their positions,
prerogatives, and Communist Party legitimacy. In this volume, individual chapters provide in-depth analyses of key policies relating to
these challenges. Contributors illuminate what is at stake, possible choices, and subsequent outcomes. This volume equips readers
with everything they need to understand these complex developments in context.

China’s Search for ‘National Rejuvenation’
Domestic and Foreign Policies under Xi Jinping
Springer Nature This volume discusses a range of key domestic forces driving the current Chinese growth ranging from economic
reforms to governance practices to analyze their impact and inﬂuence at home as well as on China’s foreign and security policies in its
near and extended neighbourhood. At the same time, the volume also looks at speciﬁc themes like technology, agricultural
development, reform of state-owned enterprises and the use of Party bodies to engage in foreign propaganda work among other
things to oﬀer examples of the merging of Chinese domestic political and foreign policy interests. In the process, the book oﬀers its
readers a better idea of China’s place in the world as the Chinese themselves see it and the implications over time for China, its
neighbourhood and the wider world.

The China-Pakistan Axis
Asia's New Geopolitics
Oxford University Press "The Beijing-Islamabad axis plays a central role in Asia's geopolitics, from India's rise to the prospects for a
post-American Afghanistan, from the threat of nuclear terrorism to the continent's new map of mines, ports and pipelines. China is
Pakistan's great economic hope and its most trusted military partner; Pakistan is the battleground for China's encounters with Islamic
militancy and the heart of its eﬀorts to counter-balance the emerging US-India partnership. For decades, each country has been the
other's only 'all-weather' friend. Yet the relationship is still little understood. The wildest claims about it are widely believed, while
many of its most dramatic developments are hidden from the public eye. This book sets out the recent history of Sino-Pakistani ties
and their ramiﬁcations for the West, for India, for Afghanistan, and for Asia as a whole. It tells the stories behind some of its most
sensitive aspects, including Beijing's support for Pakistan's nuclear program, China's dealings with the Taliban, and the Chinese
military's planning for crises in Pakistan. It describes a relationship increasingly shaped by Pakistan's internal strife, and the dilemmas
China faces between the need for regional stability and the imperative for strategic competition with India and the USA."-Amazon.com.

Rise and Decline and Rise of China
Searching for an Organising Philosophy
Real African Publishers Pty Ltd. Running like a red thread through this book are the manifestations of Sino-African relations dating
back many centuries. In this way, The Rise and Decline and Rise of China: Searching for an Organising Philosophy takes forward the
work MISTRA conducted on the Mapungubwe society, one of the advanced states that existed in southern Africa some 800 years ago.
What makes this research report unique, though, is that the treatment of these issues has been undertaken primarily from an African
perspective.

Cybersecurity in China
The Next Wave
Springer This book oﬀers the ﬁrst benchmarking study of China’s response to the problems of security in cyber space. There are
several useful descriptive books on cyber security policy in China published between 2010 and 2016. As a result, we know quite well
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the system for managing cyber security in China, and the history of policy responses. What we don’t know so well, and where this
book is useful, is how capable China has become in this domain relative to the rest of the world. This book is a health check, a report
card, on China’s cyber security system in the face of escalating threats from criminal gangs and hostile states. The book also oﬀers an
assessment of the eﬀectiveness of China’s eﬀorts. It lays out the major gaps and shortcomings in China’s cyber security policy. It is
the ﬁrst book to base itself around an assessment of China’s cyber industrial complex, concluding that China does not yet have one.
As Xi Jinping said in July 2016, the country’s core technologies are dominated by foreigners.

Toward Well-Oiled Relations?
China’s Presence in the Middle East following the Arab
Spring
Springer With China replacing the United States as the world's leading energy user and net oil importer, its relations with the Middle
East is becoming a major issue with global implications. Horesh and his contributors set out to analyse the implications of China's
growing presence in the Middle East.

Mauritania and Newly Emerging Economies in Africa
Turkey and China
International Strategic Research Organization (USAK) We are delighted to introduce the latest USAK Center for Middle Eastern and
African Studies report, “Mauritania and Newly Emerging Economies in Africa; Turkey and China”, which evaluates Mauritanian
relations with Turkey and China, two increasingly dominant actors in this country. After laying out the country’s proﬁle from various
perspectives, the report chronicles the overall progress of economic and political relations between Turkey and Mauritania, as well as
making a review of relations in the areas of military and national security. The question of how economic relations with Turkey can be
further developed is also discussed separately. The report which lays out the various economic resources of the country that trigger
the interests of emerging powers has also a separate section on China, which has continually extended its political, cultural and
economic spheres of inﬂuence in all over Africa. In this sense, the report also provides a brief and valuable analysis of Mauritania’s
relations with China. This section is important in the sense of providing a yardstick to see in a comparative manner how much
Turkey’s relations with Mauritania have in fact developed.

Mapping Digital Game Culture in China
From Internet Addicts to Esports Athletes
Springer Nature In this book, Marcella Szablewicz traces what she calls the topography of digital game culture in urban China, drawing
our attention to discourse and aﬀect as they shape the popular imaginary surrounding digital games. Szablewicz argues that games
are not mere sites of escape from Real Life, but rather locations around which dominant notions about failure, success, and
socioeconomic mobility are actively processed and challenged. Covering a range of issues including nostalgia for Internet cafés as
sites of youth sociality, the media-driven Internet addiction moral panic, the professionalization of e-sports, and the rise of the selfproclaimed loser (diaosi), Mapping Digital Game Culture in China uses games as a lens onto youth culture and the politics of everyday
life in contemporary China. Based on ethnographic ﬁeldwork conducted between 2009 and 2015 and ﬁrst-hand observations spanning
over two decades, the book is also a social history of urban China’s shifting technological landscape.

Global Trends 2030
Alternative Worlds : a Publication of the National
Intelligence Council
U.S. Government Printing Oﬃce This report is intended to stimulate thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes
characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories over the next 15 years. As with the NIC's previous Global Trends
reports, we do not seek to predict the future, which would be an impossible feat, but instead provide a framework for thinking about
possible futures and their implications. In-depth research, detailed modeling and a variety of analytical tools drawn from public,
private and academic sources were employed in the production of Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged with experts in nearly
20 countries, from think tanks, banks, government oﬃces and business groups, to solicit reviews of the report.

The Coming Population Crash
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And Our Planet's Surprising Future
Beacon Press Chronicles nearly two hundred years of demographic issues, beginning with eﬀorts to contain the demographic
explosion, from the early environmental movement's racism to coercive family-planning policies in China and India.

Video Game Policy
Production, Distribution, and Consumption
Routledge This book analyzes the eﬀect of policy on the digital game complex: government, industry, corporations, distributors,
players, and the like. Contributors argue that digital games are not created nor consumed outside of the complex power relationships
that dictate the full production and distribution cycles, and that we need to consider those relationships in order to eﬀectively "read"
and analyze digital games. Through examining a selection of policies, e.g. the Australian government’s refusal (until recently) to allow
an R18 rating for digital games, Blizzard’s policy in regards to intellectual property, Electronic Arts’ corporate policy for downloadable
content (DLC), they show how policy, that is to say the rules governing the production, distribution and consumption of digital games,
has a tangible eﬀect upon our understanding of the digital game medium.

The Invisible Wall of China
Vij Books India Pvt Ltd The disintegration of Soviet Union in 1991, led to ﬁve new countries gaining independence in Central Asia. The
Muslims, a predominant majority in the region, had faced religious suppression under the rule of the communist. Thus, began an era
where Islam was practiced with larger freedom. However, the governance of most of these states was with the autocratic leaders who
had grown under the inﬂuence of communism. Therefore, it was but natural for them to soon impose religious restrictions. This close
tussle in almost all these newly raised states, led to emergence of some radical groups. Over the years, the inﬂuence of such groups
has spread to the extent of posing a threat to the stability of country like China. A foothold for radical groups in China is a possibility
as its western province of Xinjiang has historical links with Central Asia and was part of Turkistan. Today Xinjiang due to its ethnic
violence between the Uyghur Muslims and the Han Chinese is acknowledged to be quite volatile. The link of Uyghur's with Central Asia
has further compounded China problem. Apart from the extremists, China is also concerned regarding the growing American presence
within the region of Central Asia. To negate the American inﬂuence and restrain any turbulence on its western province supported by
the extremist of Central Asia, there is a need for China to review its external and internal policies which will steer it towards a more
politically and economically stable nation. Failing to addresses such simmering issues the nation will be trapped within the folds of
'THE INVISIBLE WALL OF CHINA'.

Interdisciplinary Advancements in Gaming, Simulations
and Virtual Environments: Emerging Trends
Emerging Trends
IGI Global Gaming has long been a means for humans to share knowledge, learn new concepts, and escape the constraints of reality.
Interdisciplinary Advancements in Gaming, Simulations and Virtual Environments: Emerging Trends investigates the role of games and
computer-mediated simulations in a variety of environments, including education, government, and business. Exploring psychological,
social, and cultural implications of games and simulations, as well as policies related to their design and development, this reference
aims to support the work of researchers in this growing ﬁeld, as well as bridge the gap between theory and practice in the application
of electronic games to everyday situations.

Videogame Sciences and Arts
11th International Conference, VJ 2019, Aveiro, Portugal,
November 27–29, 2019, Proceedings
Springer Nature This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Videogame Sciences and Arts,
VJ 2019, held in Aveiro, Portugal, in November 2019. The 20 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 50
submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: Games and Theories; Table Boards; eSports; Uses and Methodologies;
Game Criticism.

The Long Game
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China's Grand Strategy to Displace American Order
Oxford University Press In The Long Game, Rush Doshi demonstrates that China is in fact playing a long, methodical game to replace
America as a global hegemon. Drawing from a rich base of Chinese primary sources, including decades worth of party documents and
memoirs by party leaders, he traces the basic evolution of Chinese strategy, showing how it evolved in response to changes in US
policy and the US's position in the world order.

China's Quest for Great Power
Ships, Oil, and Foreign Policy
Naval Institute Press This book addresses three important facets of China’s modern development. First is the ongoing modernization
of the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN). The Chinese navy has grown from a relatively small, backward force in the 1980s into a
capable twenty-ﬁrst century maritime power. The PLAN now deploys around the world and includes nuclear-powered submarines, the
ﬁrst of several aircraft carriers, modern guided missile destroyers and frigates, and the world’s most formidable force of seagoing
cruise and ballistic missiles. This modern, growing navy is intended in signiﬁcant part to undergird China’s global search for energy
sources and security. Beijing’s determination to maintain its historic economic growth depends on energy security. These two national
priorities—a navy capable of defending China’s national security and economic interests and secury energy resources—come together
to deﬁne and support Chinese foreign policy. This book addresses these three in both global and Asian contextual terms, with special
emphasis on relations between China and the United States.

Routledge Handbook on China–Middle East Relations
Routledge This handbook brings together a mix of established and emerging international scholars to provide valuable analytical
insights into how China’s growing Middle East presence aﬀects intra-regional development, trade, security, and diplomacy. As the
largest extra-regional economic actor in the Middle East, China is the biggest source of foreign direct investment into the region and
the largest trading partner for most Middle Eastern states. This portends a larger role in political and security aﬀairs, as the value of
Chinese assets combined with a growing expatriate population in the region demands a more proactive role in contributing to regional
order. Exploring the eﬀect of these developments, the expert contributors also consider the reverberations in great power politics, as
the United States, Russia, India, Japan, and the European Union also have considerable interests in the region. The book is divided into
four sections: • Historical and policy context • State and regional case studies • Trade and development • International relations,
security, and diplomacy. This volume is an essential reference for scholars and policy-makers in the ﬁelds of international relations,
political sociology, international political economy, and foreign policy analysis. Area studies specialists in Middle Eastern Studies,
China Studies, and East Asian Studies will also ﬁnd it an invaluable resource.

Social Media in Industrial China
UCL Press Life outside the mobile phone is unbearable.’ Lily, 19, factory worker. Described as the biggest migration in human history,
an estimated 250 million Chinese people have left their villages in recent decades to live and work in urban areas. Xinyuan Wang
spent 15 months living among a community of these migrants in a small factory town in southeast China to track their use of social
media. It was here she witnessed a second migration taking place: a movement from oﬄine to online. As Wang argues, this is not
simply a convenient analogy but represents the convergence of two phenomena as profound and consequential as each other, where
the online world now provides a home for the migrant workers who feel otherwise ‘homeless’. Wang’s fascinating study explores the
full range of preconceptions commonly held about Chinese people – their relationship with education, with family, with politics, with
‘home’ – and argues why, for this vast population, it is time to reassess what we think we know about contemporary China and the
evolving role of social media.

China-India Relations
Geo-political Competition, Economic Cooperation,
Cultural Exchange and Business Ties
Springer Nature This book examines India-China relations throughout history as well as in the context of current business cooperation
and competition. It also explores geo-political and societal factors, such as religion or class models, that inﬂuence and shape bilateral
relations, and provides thorough analyses and comparisons of networks between the two countries. This book will appeal to
researchers and graduate students interested in India-China relations as well as Chinese and Indian business ties.
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